
Terms and conditions participation in the ESHCC Bootcamp 2022 
The following terms and conditions apply to the ESHCC Introduction Bootcamp Activity taking place 
on Wednesday 31 August from 12:00 to 23:00. These have been last updated on 23 June 2022. By 
buying your ticket as participant you automatically agree to these terms and conditions. 

Tickets 
I. Tickets are only valid if the participant is starting a bachelor programme within ESHCC and is 

actively enrolled on 31 August 2022. 
II. Tickets cannot be refunded under no circumstances. This includes sickness or conflict of 

schedules. 
III. Exchanging tickets with other participants is possible. The new participant must meet the 

requirements as stated under point I. Both the former participant and the new participant 
need to agree to the exchange of ticket and send a separate e-mail stating this desire to 
studentexperience@eshcc.eur.nl. The Student Experience Officer will send a confirmation if 
the request has been granted approval. Payment for the ticket must be arranged between 
the former and new participant themselves. ESHCC will not provide a refund nor negotiate 
the financial exchange. 

 
Prohibited 

IV. There is a zero-tolerance policy for drugs and alcohol. This policy remains in place the entire 
day. In the bus ride, all the way throughout the event, festival, and returning trip. Any 
student caught with alcohol or drugs (including hard and soft liquor, weed pens, soft and 
hard drugs, infused vapes, edibles, or any illegal substance of such sort), will be denied 
participation in the Bootcamp. ESHCC staff reserves any rights to send the participant home 
during the entirety of the day, should this policy be ignored. Further sanctions can be 
imposed, such as exclusion of any further events or extracurricular activities. 

V. Underage participant, as per Dutch law (>18) are prohibited from drinking alcohol containing 
beverages during the entirety of the day. This includes the dinner and festival. ESHCC staff 
reserves any rights to remove a participant from the event and impose further sanctions. 

 
Transportation 

VI. All participants that register for Bootcamp are obligated to join the bus ride going to the 
event, as well as returning to campus. Private and/or individual transport is not allowed.  

VII. The rules as stated in IV and V apply to both bus rides as well. Any offence can result in 
further sanctions. 

VIII. The bus will leave from campus and the location in Zoelen at specific times. This will be 
communicated to the participant. The bus schedule will not be adjusted for participants that 
arrive late. 

 
Physical risk 

IX. The participant needs to be aware of the physical endurance that some of the activities 
might require. As a result, (minor) injuries cannot be ruled out. This is a risk the participant 
must be aware of.  
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